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WEDDING

!
Recent brides tell us how they
found the mane of their dreams.

Kimmy Gatewood
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“I love vintage hair and makeup. I'm
in a 1940s comedy group and I wore
my mom's wedding gown. At first, I
thought we'd do a finger wave, but it
looked more ‘costume-y’ than bridal so
we tried a more classic, elegant look. The
headband and fascinator really completed it.”

Album

Photos by Andrew Johnson (photosbyajohnson.com). Hair by Sara Gasparotto (novaksalon.com).
Makeup by Rebecca Delgado Smith (rebeccasports.com).
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Ryan DeCesare Î
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“I always knew that I wanted
my hair styled in a low, to-theside romantic bun with a flower
headpiece to complement my
overall look. My stylist individually
curled pieces of hair and then
pinned them up to create just the
look I’d envisioned!” Photo by Kate

Teresa Kosuda Colonna Î
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“I have pretty long hair to begin with, but my
stylist added 20-inch extensions for the look I
wanted to achieve. My hair was curled and a
flower pin placed in back held it to the side. I
had a beach wedding, so the final outcome fit
the scene.” Photo by Jeri Houseworth (jerihouseworthphotography.

Connolly (kateconnollyphotography.com). Hair by
Ariston Hair Design (aristonhairdesign.com). Makeup
by Jeanine Mangan (jmmakeupdesigns.com).

com). Hair by Mandy Liento (lasorellabridal.com). Makeup by Jeanine
Mangan (jmmakeupdesigns.com).

D Jennifer Burich
If you would like to be
included in next issue’s Wedding
Album, please send a professionalquality color wedding photo to:
Wedding Album, Bridal Hair, 1115
Broadway, 8th floor, New York,
NY 10010. Include your full name,
wedding date and an email
address where you can be reached.
Please note that
photos cannot be returned.
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“I wanted a half-up/half-down style that
felt like ‘me’, so my stylist curled my long
hair, swept it off to one side and pinned it
in back. I liked the somewhat retro feel of
the waves and I thought that it matched
the sweetheart neckline of my dress really
well.” Photo by Jason + Anna Photography (weareyourphotogs.

com). Hair by Margarita Garza, League City, TX. Makeup by
Kristen of Mystic Elegance, League City, TX.

D Rachel Beaston
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“I always pictured myself getting married in a princess ball gown
with a half updo and cascading curls. Instead I found my dream
dress with a back too beautiful to cover up. I found a style similar
to this online and my stylist recreated it for me!” Photo by Andrew Johnson

(photosbyajohnson.com). Hair by Robin Whitfield, Robin's Hair & Tanning. Makeup by Tiffani Mitchell.
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d Jennifer Venice
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"I've always wanted to wear my hair in an updo for my wedding.
I came into my trial with a picture and an idea and my stylist created
exactly what I wanted on her first try. On the day of the wedding,
we added the hair comb to complement the look I was going for
with my dress and it was perfect!"
Photo by Suzanne Sutcliffe (suzannephoto.com). Hair by Mandy Liento (lasorellabridal.com). Makeup by
Jeanine Mangan (jmmakeupdesigns.com).

D Diana Diner !5'534 
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“My hair is too fine and straight to leave down and
I love how clean and simple buns look, so my stylist
clipped in human-hair extensions to add fullness and
off-set the bun by putting it just under my ear. I added
two silk and rhinestone flowers that perfectly matched
my dress.” Photo by Alicia Fierro, Aesthetiica (aesthetiica.com). Hair by Mandy

Liento (lasorellabridal.com). Makeup by Jeanine Mangan (jmmakeupdesigns.com).

Samantha Lieberman-Steinkamp
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“As a fan of Hollywood’s glamour days of the 1920’s
and 1940’s, I wanted something soft, stylish and
beautiful. My stylist created exactly what I asked for with
the ‘S’ waves in back and big finger curls on the side and
in front.” Photo by ES Photo (esphoto.com). Hair by Kimi Conrad, C The Salon

(cthesalon.com). Makeup by Stephanie Scholz (stephbeauty.com).

Michelle Surgent d
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“I wanted my wedding day hair
to complement my dress and
my mantilla veil. I also wanted
a natural style that was weddingappropriate, but I still wanted
to feel like ‘me.’ As a bridal
hairstylist myself, I took a little
bit of everything I liked that
I created on other brides and
applied it to myself!”
Photo © 2013 by Anya Roudenko, AnyaFoto
LLC. All rights reserved. Hair by Marena LoConte
(idohairandmake-up.com). Makeup by Tricia
Slocum (tenhairandmakeup.com).
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Tracy Ferra D
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Justy Dodge d

SEPTEMBER 29, 2012
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“I love the look of my hair down, but
wanted it off my face for my wedding.
I opted for a half-up style and had the
crown teased for a slightly vintage feel.
Since a lot of my hair was pinned up,
my stylist added clip-in natural hair
extensions for volume and length. The
style was finished off with crystal and
pearl pins. I loved it!” Photo by Spark Photography

(sparkphotography.com). Hair by Mandy Liento (lasorellabridal.
com). Makeup by Jeanine Mangan (jmmakeupdesigns.com).

"Deep down I'm a hippie
and I didn't want to not
be me on my wedding
day. I wanted something
that fit my free spirit and
still look classy." Photo by
Andrew Johnson (photosbyajohnson.
com). Hair by Claudia Carucci, Zoe
Salon (zoessalonnyc.com). Makeup
by Shannon Giordano, Beauty Control
(beautipage.com/shannongiordano).
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Bobbie Pelliccaro-Maio

Melinda Zambrano 3%04%-"%2   s 2/#+,%)'( .*
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“Originally I was planning on having a side-swept low
updo with curls but after my stylist helped me with a trial
run, we decided my hair was not thick enough, so I decided
on a half-up style but I kept the curls and side-sweep and
added some height. It came out perfect!”

"They say you shouldn’t do anything drastic
on your wedding day—you should keep it
as close to natural as possible. So, I never
imagined myself with my hair up. I wanted
to make sure that when my husband saw
me, I would look like the same woman he
fell in love with and asked to marry."

Photo by Giovanni Viscariello (giovanniphotographicartist.com). Hair by Anne Marie Scouarnec,
Salon FX (salonfxltd.com). Makeup by Fran, Salon FX.

Photo by Kari, Denisimo Photography and Video (denisimo.com).
Hair by Francesca Tomasello, Hair Spray Salon, Astoria, NY. Makeup
by Francesca Lisciandrello.

Î Chelsea Schroeder
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“Between finding my perfect dress and
being in the beauty industry, picking
out my hair style and makeup was a
no-brainer. My goal was to have a soft,
vintage, 1940s springtime feel. My hair
is naturally curly and coarse so I wanted
to play off of that—and having it off my
neck and face was a must!” Photo by Alicia Savoly
(photoshop.com/users/AliciaNicolePhotography). Hair by Marena
LoConte (idohairandmake-up.com). Makeup by Michelle Surgent
(idohairandmakeup.com).

Lauren P.
Roundtree d
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“I didn't want
to look like a
‘bride’ on my
wedding day—I
wanted to look
like myself—so I
wore my hair in
a simple, casual,
classic style.”

Lisa Cashin
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"I knew I wanted big loose curls and lots of blonde highlights,
so I grew my hair out for a year so it would be long enough.
When we did our first trial, my stylist suggested I use extensions
to get the full look I desired."

Photo by Avon Moto Photo (avonmotophoto.com). Hair & makeup by Kathryn Stumpf (brushnyc.com).
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Photo by Kate Connolly,
OffBeet Productions
(offbeetproductions.
com). Hair & makeup
by Michelle Surgent
(idohairandmakeup.com).

D Melissa Grant-Terhune
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"I have naturally curly hair and I wanted to
keep my own curls for my special day. I wanted
something soft and romantic but not ‘fixed’, so
I loved how my stylist pulled back my own curls
and perfected them with a few tendrils cascading
down. A beautiful flower was placed in just so. It
was a perfect accent to my beach ceremony."
Photo by HEYN Photography (NJ.weddings@heynphotography.com). Hair &
makeup by Michelle Surgent (idohairandmake-up.com).
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Alison Serfass Î

SEPTEMBER 15, 2012
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“I knew that
I wanted an
updo so my hair
would be out of
the way. I went
with a beautiful
bun with a loose
side part that
from the front
mimicked how I
usually wear my
hair. I couldn't
have been
happier—my
style was simple,
classic, elegant
and relaxed.”
Photo by Andrew Johnson
(photosbyajohnson.com).
Hair by Jennifer Zirilli
(lallihair.com). Makeup
by Victoria Roggio
(makemeuppretty.com)

Claudia Bircu-Paccione
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“I wanted my hair in a simple
French twist and away from my
face, so my stylist decided to
add several twists for body and
volume. The result was amazing,
and even with my dark hair, the
individual layers stood out.”

Photo by Silverfox Photography (silverfoxvideo.com).
Hair by Marco Hair Salon, Howard Beach, NY.
Makeup by JoAnne Sorrentino Politano,
Howard Beach, NY.

Melissa Garrick Î
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“My overall theme for the wedding
was rustic elegance, so I wanted
to look natural yet chic. My
amazing hairstylist suggested
Ombré highlights to enhance the
definition of the loose curls and
she was 100 percent right—it
made a huge difference!”

Sharon Ramirez
OCTOBER 20, 2012
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“When I
envisioned my hair
for my wedding,
I always thought
I was going to
wear it all up
with a big veil,
but when it came
down to the real
life choice, it
looked so much
better half up
and half down.
It went with the
vintage feel of
my dress and my
short veil.” Photo by

Jennifer Corker Photography
(jennifercorkerphotography.
com). Makeup by Jessica Julig.

D Anna Belle Snider

Photo by Entwined Studio, NYC (entwinedweddings.
com). Hair by Styling the Bride (stylingthebride.com).
Makeup by Jeanine Mangan (jmmakeupdesigns.com).

SEPTEMBER 15, 2012
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“My new husband always said
he thinks my neck is one of
my sexiest features, so it was
important to show it off on
my wedding day. I wanted
something fun and loose.”

Photo by Chris Whonsetler (whonphoto.com). Hair by
Jessica Warrix, JW Salon, (jwhairsalon.com). Makeup
by Annette Smith, Trish McEvoy, Indianapolis, IN.
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Shannon Hendrickson
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“I was planning on having my
hair pulled back and up so that
I wouldn't have to worry about
it getting messy, but my stylist
showed me a nice option that
showed off my long hair: a cute
side ponytail with curls.” Photo by Josh

Lynn Photography (joshlynn.com). Hair by Michelle
Surgent, Pink Comb Salon (pinkcombsalon.com).
Makeup by Jeanine Mangan (jmmakeupdesigns.com).
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